Abstract. We prove several exact quantitative versions of Helly's and Tverberg's theorems, which guarantee that a finite family of convex sets in R d has a large intersection. Our results characterize conditions that are sufficient for the intersection of a family of convex sets to contain a "witness set" which is large under some concave or log-concave measure. The possible witness sets include ellipsoids, zonotopes, and H-convex sets. Our results also bound the complexity of finding the best approximation of a family of convex sets by a single zonotope or by a single H-convex set. We obtain colorful and fractional variants of all our Helly-type theorems.
Introduction
The study of the intersection patterns of convex sets is a substantial part of combinatorial geometry. Helly's theorem and Tverberg's theorem are among the best known results of this area. Helly's theorem says that given a finite family of convex sets in R d , if every d + 1 or fewer sets have non-empty intersection, then the whole family has non-empty intersection [Hel23] . Tverberg's theorem, on the other hand, says that given (r − 1)(d + 1) + 1 points in R d , there exists a partition of them into r parts whose convex hulls intersect [Tve66] . Many generalizations and extensions of Helly's and Tverberg's theorems have been proven, with classic examples including colorful, topological, and integer versions for both theorems [ADLS17, HW17, BZ17, BS18, DLGMM19] .
A particular family of generalizations of both theorems, called the quantitative versions, gives conditions that guarantee that the intersection of a family of convex sets in R d is large. For example, we can ask for bounds on the volume of the intersection of a family of convex sets.
Theorem (Bárány, Katchalski, Pach 1982 [BKP82] ). Let F be a finite family of convex sets in R d . If the intersection of every 2d or fewer sets in F has volume at least one, then the volume of ∩F is at least d
−2d
2 .
One can easily show that we cannot expect to conclude that the volume of ∩F is at least one if d ≥ 2, so there is no exact Helly theorem for the volume. The lower bound for the volume of ∩F has been improved recently. First by Naszódi, giving a bound of O(d −2d ) [Nas16] and then by Brazitikos, giving a bound of O(d −3d/2 ) [Bra17] . If we know that the intersection of subfamilies of larger cardinality, αd for some constant α, have volume greater than or equal to one, Brazitikos showed that we can get a lower bound of O(d −d ) for the volume of ∩F [Bra17] . If one is willing to check much larger subfamilies, it was shown that we can get a bound of 1 − ε on the volume of ∩F if we know that the intersection of every Θ(ε −(d−1)/2 ) sets has volume at least one [DLLHRS17a] .
Quantitative Tverberg theorems are much more recent, and there are several interpretation of what the correct version should be. We consider versions as in [Sob16] . In those variations, points are replaced by convex sets, and we seek a partition of the family such that the intersection of the convex hulls of the parts is large. As an analogue for the Bárány-Katchalski-Pach theorem we obtain the following example, which is proved in Section 4. The number of sets needed can be reduced slightly if r is a prime power. Quantitative Helly and Tverberg theorems have been proven for other continuous functions, such as diameter or surface area [Bra16, Sob16, RS17] . In both cases we have an unavoidable loss, similar to their volumetric versions. There are few cases for which there is an exact quantitative theorem, such as a Helly theorem for inradius. However, that case follows directly from Helly for containing translates of a set, which is a common exercise. A version of Tverberg for the inradius as Theorem 1.0.1 also follows trivially from applying Tverberg's theorem to the set of centers of the incircles of the sets. Exact quantitative Helly and Tverberg theorems have been proven for discrete functions over the convex sets, such as "the number of points with integer coordinates in the set" [ABDLL16, DLLHRS17b, AGMP + 17, DLLHORP17] .
In this manuscript we present new families of quantitative Helly and Tverberg theorems which have exact versions for continuous functions. Most of our theorems extend to colorful versions. The simplest way to state our results is that we can obtain exact quantitative theorems for continuous functions as long as we impose conditions on the sets that witness the desired property. For example, we obtain such theorems for the properties "containing ellipsoids of large volume" and "containing zonotopes of large Gaussian measure".
Quantitative Helly theorems can be considered as a bridge between combinatorial geometry and analytic convex geometry. The results of Naszódi and Brazitikos show how they are related to the sparsification of John decompositions of the identity [Nas16, Bra17, Bra16] . The results of De Loera, La Haye, Rolnick, and Soberón show how they are related to the theory of approximation of convex sets by polytopes [DLLHRS17a] . The results of Rolnick and Soberón show how the colorful versions are related to the analytic properties of "floating bodies" [RS17] . We continue this trend, and show how our exact quantitative Helly theorems are related to the study of concave functions and Minkowski sums. Some of our results use the topological versions of Helly's theorem and of Tverberg's theorem in their proofs. Topological methods have not been used before for quantitative variations.
Our results depend on two main components: the function we work with, and the family of sets we use to witness that we achieve a desired value in the function. The Helly numbers (i.e., the size of the subfamilies we must check) in our results are determined by the dimension of the space of possible witness sets, and they are often optimal. Our Tverberg theorems have a similar dependence. This gives an intuitive idea of why the loss of volume is unavoidable in the Bárány-KatchalskiPach theorem: the space of convex sets in R d has infinite dimension. We obtain results for a wide range of functions. It's important to note that just finding good families of witness sets is not enough. Otherwise we would be able to obtain exact quantitative results for the diameter, as it is always realized by a segment. This would contradict the examples presented previously by the third author [Sob16] . We do obtain some exact quantitative results for the diameter under 1 -norm instead of 2 -norm, which are discussed in sections 3.2 and 4.1.
Our results can be split into two groups:
• Results with a geometric proof. Several of our results can be reduced to standard combinatorial geometry theorems in higher-dimensional spaces.
In order for our parametrizations to work we need strong conditions on the sets that witness a large intersection. These results apply to a large family of functions, which includes all log-concave measures in R d . Moreover, in the cases that this framework applies we get versions of almost every variation of Helly and Tverberg's theorems, including quantitative (p, q)-type results [AK92] .
• Results with a topological proof. A simple contractability argument allows us to reduce many quantitative Helly-type results to Kalai and Meshulam's topological colorful Helly theorem [KM05] . These results apply to a wide family of possible witness sets, at the cost of a reduced family of functions. The topological properties of the spaces of witness sets can allow us to obtain smaller Helly numbers. The related Tverberg-type results can be proved with the topological version of Tverberg's theorem [BSS81, Öza87, Vol96] . In those cases, we require some parameters to be prime powers.
Both cases are general enough to contain the volume as the target function. We show that the topological colorful Helly theorem by Kalai and Meshulam has applications to purely geometric Helly-type problems. This had been observed before for Carathéodory-type theorems [HK17] . We first prove all our Helly-type results in section 2 and 3. Then, we show how the methods extend to Tverberg's theorem in Section 4.
We present some volumetric Helly theorems in this section, since they are the easiest to compare with previous quantitative Helly theorems. First, let us introduce matroids. There are plenty of equivalent definitions for matroids [Oxl06] . Given a set V of vertices, we say a matroid or matroidal complex M on V is a family of subsets of V with three properties.
• If A ⊂ B and B ∈ M , then A ∈ M .
• ∅ ∈ M .
• If A, B ∈ M and B has more elements than A, there exists an element a ∈ B \ A such that A ∪ {a} ∈ M .
We call the sets in M independent. For a subset V ⊂ V , we say the rank of V is the cardinality of the largest independent set contained in V . Theorem 1.0.2 (Matroid Helly for ellipsoids of volume one). Let V be a set of vertices equipped with a matroidal complex with rank function ρ. For each v in V , we are given a convex set F v in R d . We know that for each set V ⊂ V that is independent in M , there is an ellipsoid of volume one contained in ∩ v∈V F v . Then, there exists a set τ ⊂ V such that ρ(V \ τ ) ≤ d(d + 3)/2 − 1 and for which there is an ellipsoid of volume one contained in ∩ v∈τ F v .
The result above can be extended further. We present a generalization in Theorem 3.1.3 which is highly malleable. We use it to show variations of Theorem 1.0.2 in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Those have different Helly numbers, depending on restrictions to the space of ellipsoids considered. We also have versions for minimal enclosing ellipsoids, or for taking the sum of lengths of the axis instead of the volume. If we pick a partition matroid in Theorem 1.0.2, we obtain the following colorful version. and F 1 , . . . , F n be finite families of convex sets in R d . Suppose that for every choice F 1 ∈ F 1 , . . . , F n ∈ F n we have that F 1 ∩ . . . ∩ F n contains an ellipsoid of volume one. Then, there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ∩F i contains an ellipsoid of volume one. Moreover, if n = d(d+3) 2 − 1, the conclusion of the theorem may fail.
Corollary 1.0.3 has been proved by Damásdi [Dam17] using methods similar to those shown by De Loera, La Haye, Oliveros and Roldán-Pensado [DLLHORP17] . The result above shows why the name colorful is attributed to these variations, as each F i can be thought of as sets painted with the same color. We have not seen how the geometric methods of Damásdi can be extended to "colorings" by matroidal complexes. Theorem 1.0.2 implies a colorful Helly for the volume similar to the Bárány-Katchalski-Pach theorem. Inscribed ellipsoids of maximal volume, called John ellipsoids, have been studied extensively in classic convex geometry [Bal97] . In particular, it is known that for a convex set K ⊂ R d with non-empty interior whose John ellipsoid E is centered at the origin we have
This implies that vol(E)
We can use this fact in conjunction with Corollary 1.0.3 to prove a colorful Helly theorem for the volume. However, we can get a stronger result. The following theorem is obtained by using Theorem 1.0.2 to bootstrap the results by Brazitikos [Bra17] . Theorem 1.0.4. Let M be a matroid on a set V of vertices with rank function ρ and let d be a positive integer. For each v ∈ V we have a convex set F v in R d . We know that for each independent set V ⊂ V of at most 2d vertices, ∩ v∈V F v has volume at least one. Then, there exists a set τ ⊂ V of vertices such that
Again, a more familiar statement comes from the application of the theorem above to a particular partition matroid. This implies the following corollary, which follows the style of Lovász's colorful Helly theorem [Bár82] .
and F 1 , . . . , F n be finite families of convex sets in R d , considered as color classes. Suppose that for every choice F 1 , . . . , F 2d of 2d convex sets of different colors, their intersection has volume greater than or equal to one. Then, there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ∩F i has volume greater than or equal to O(d −3d/2 ).
Notice that if F 1 = . . . = F n we recover the best known bound for Helly's theorem for the volume [Bra17] . In some sense, the colorful versions we could prove previously dictate the number of color classes needed, yet the known "monochromatic" versions dictate the size of the subfamilies we need to check. We do not know if the value of n in Corollary 1.0.5 (or the value of ρ(V \ τ ) + 1 in Theorem 1.0.4) can be reduced from d(d + 3)/2 to 2d.
We also obtain quantitative Helly theorems for zonotopes and for H-convex sets instead of ellipsoids. We describe here one of the results for zonotopes. Given directions v 1 , . . . , v k ∈ R d \ {0}, and p ∈ R d , we say that a convex set K is a zonotope centered at p with directions v 1 , . . . , v k if K is the Minkowski sum of k segments with directions in v 1 , . . . , v k . In other words
where ⊕ stands for the Minkowski sum. Since the proof of Theorem 1.0.6 relies on a reduction to Helly's theorem, we get for free matroid, colorful, fractional, and (p, q) versions of the theorem above.
The fractional and (p, q) versions of our theorems are discussed in Section 5, along with open problems and possible directions of research. In Section 2 we present our Helly results that have geometric proofs, and in Section 3 we present our Helly results that have topological proofs. In Section 4 we present our Tverberg results.
Helly results with a geometric proof
The goal of this section is to present several quantitative Helly-type theorems which can be reduced to a standard Helly theorem in higher dimensions. We can achieve this when we have the following two ingredients.
• A class C of sets that is easy to parametrize. In most cases we want families which are closed under Minkowski sum: if A, B ∈ C, then A⊕B ∈ C. However, we also present results for families of convex sets which are not closed under Minkowski sum. The dimension of C as a topological space with the Hausdorff metric is going to determine our Helly numbers. The parametrization should give a convex structure to C. • A function f : C → R which is min-concave. We say that a function is min-concave if f (λA + (1 − λ)B) ≥ min{f (A), f (B)} for all A, B ∈ C and λ ∈ [0, 1]. The definition of convex combination λA + (1 − λ)B depends on our parametrization of C. In many cases it represents λA ⊕ (1 − λ)B, which we refer to as a Minkowski convex combination of A and B.
We first present a very general Helly theorem. This result will work as a blueprint for our results with geometric proofs. For some applications we show how to reduce the resulting Helly number.
Theorem 2.0.1. Let C be a family of convex sets in R d , and D : R l → C be a surjective function. Suppose that for every convex set K in R d , the set S(K) = {p ∈ R l : D(p) ⊂ K} is convex. Let f : C → R be a min-concave function. Then, given a finite family F of convex sets in R d , if the intersection of every l + 1 or fewer sets in F contains a set K ∈ C such that f (K) ≥ 1, then ∩F contains a set
By the conditions of f and D(·), we have that T (F ) is convex in R l . Therefore, by applying Helly's theorem in R l , we obtain the desired conclusion.
We can immediately make two observations. First, we can apply almost any generalization or extension of Helly's theorem in R l and obtain a new results in R d . The proof method above gives quantitative colorful, fractional, and (p, q) theorems in R d . The second observation is that, even though C is l-dimensional, the set {C ∈ C : f (C) = 1} is in general (l − 1)-dimensional. This makes it possible to reduce the Helly number from l + 1 to l in several cases, even if f is not a linear function on C. For some cases, such as zonotopes, we show the improvement in this section. For other cases, such as ellipsoids, we require the topological proofs.
Let us mention two examples of functions to which we can apply our methods.
1−λ , for any two Borel sets A, B and λ ∈ [0, 1]. There is a simple way to obtain log-concave functions [Bor75] . It suffices to take a log-concave density function p :
There are abundant log-concave density functions p to choose from [SW14] . Common examples are p being constant (which gives µ as the volume), p = e −ψ , where ψ is any convex function (which makes µ a Gausian measure if ψ(x) = ||x|| 2 ), or p being a multivariate real stable polynomial (if we restrict our sets to the points in R d with positive coordinates).
Example 2.0.3 (Simultaneous approximation of convex sets by a single set). Given two sets A, M ⊂ R d , and a positive real number ε, we say that a translation of A is an ε-approximation of M if there exists an a ∈ R d such that
Notice that if λ ∈ [0, 1] and A, B are ε-approximations of the same convex set M , with centers a, b, respectively, then λA ⊕ (1 − λ)B is also an ε-approximation of M with center λa + (1 − λ)b. We say that a translation of A simultaneously ε-approximates a family F of sets if there is an a ∈ R d such that the condition above holds for all M ∈ F (i.e., we use the same translation vector works for all sets in F). 
The property of being an ε-approximation of M can be thought of as a minconcave function, with value 0 for sets that are not an ε-approximation and 1 for those which are.
2.1. Zonotopes and cylinders with fixed directions.
Then, not only is the family of all zonotopes defined this way closed under Minkowski sums, but
If we apply Theorem 2.0.1 to zonotopes and log-concave measures, we get a Helly number of k + d + 1. We now reduce this number by one.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let v 1 , . . . , v k be directions in R d and C be the family of zonotopes
Proof. We modify a bit the proof of Theorem 2.0.1 to fit this theorem. Given a con-
there exists a value of α ≥ 0 for which the zonotope
is contained in F and µ(Z) ≥ 1. We only have to show that S(F ) is convex. In order to do this, consider two pointsā = (p 1 , . . . , p d , α 1 , . . . , α k−1 ),b = (q 1 , . . . , q d , β 1 , . . . , β k−1 ) in S(F ). They each have a value α, β such that (ā, α), (b, β) describe zonotopes contained in F with large µ-measure. For λ ∈ [0, 1], consider the zonotope described by (λā + (1 − λ)b, λα + (1 − λ)β). This is a Minkowski convex combination of the two zonotopes Z a , Z b described by (ā, α), (b, β), respectively, so it is contained in F . Moreover, by the min-concavity of µ, we have that since µ(Z 1 ) ≥ 1 and µ(Z 2 ) ≥ 1, then µ(λZ 1 ⊕ (1 − λ)Z 2 ) ≥ 1. Therefore, the first k + d − 1 coordinates representing λZ 1 ⊕ (1 − λ)Z 2 forms a point of S(F ), as we wanted.
The reader may notice that the restriction of µ = vol gives us Theorem 1.0.6 as a corollary of Theorem 2.1.1. Moreover, the convexity of S(F ) allows us to obtain colorful, fractional, and (p, q) versions of Theorem 2.1.1.
In the definition of a zonotope, we can replace any term α k v k by α k T k , where T k is a convex set is some r-dimensional subspace of R d . We call this a generalized zonotope Since the for convex sets we have
the sets constructed this way are still closed under Minkowski sums. We do not increase the Helly number beyond k + d since we can use the same parametrization as before. We get colorful variants as the following corollary. Notice that if T k is a ball, then we can obtain cylinders.
Corollary 2.1.3. Let F 1 , . . . , F 5 be finite families of convex sets in R 3 . If the intersection of every five sets F 1 ∈ F 1 , . . . , F 5 ∈ F 5 contains a vertical cylinder of volume one (i.e., the circular base is parallel to the xy-plane), then there exists an index i such that ∩F i contains a vertical cylinder of volume one.
Theorem 2.1.4. Let F be a family of n convex sets in R d , ε be a positive real number and let v 1 , . . . , v k be directions in R d . Suppose that for every k + d sets in F there exists a zonotope Z with directions v 1 , . . . , v k such that a translation of Z is a simultaneous ε-approximation of the k + d sets. Then, there exists a zonotope Z with directions v 1 , . . . , v k such that a translation of Z is a simultaenous ε-approximation of F.
Proof. We use a similar parametrization as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Given a
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, S ε (F ) is convex for each F , so we can conclude in a similar way.
We can notice that the Helly number k + d is not dependent on ε, so it gives the following application:
Theorem 2.1.5. Let F be a family of n convex sets in R d , and
Then, the problem of determining the smallest ε such that there exists a zonotope with directions v 1 , . . . , v k that is a simultaneous ε-approximation for F can be solved in time O(n k+d ).
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1.4, we only need to find this ε for every (k + d)-tuple of sets in F. The maximum ε we find this way will be the value we look for. Therefore, we only need to solve O(n k+d ) problems, each of which can be solved in time independent of n.
Affine images of a fixed set. Consider the spaces
We can embed the linear structure of (a, A) as points in
Gruber proved that for the case K = B d , the unit ball in R d , and for any convex
. We can give a short one-line proof of this fact for any K. For two points (a, A), and (b, B) in S K (M ), and λ ∈ [0, 1], we have
Notice that the family of sets of the form a + AK with (a, A) ∈ C parametrizes all ellipsoids in R d if K is a ball. To see this, consider an ellipsoid centered at the origin, XB d where X is any non-singular matrix. We can find a polar decomposition of X = AQ, where A is a symmetric positive definite matrix and Q is orthogonal.
An application of Theorem 2.0.1 to ellipsoids with this parametrization almost proves Corollary 1.0.3 (since Theorem 2.0.1 has a colorful version). We need to The matrix A preserves the triangle T setwise, but permutes the vertices. In the space of triangles, we cannot deform T to AT by using triangles of constant area and contained in T .
consider the function det(A), which is log-concave in P d , the space of positive definite d × d matrices. This application requires the number of color classes to be n = d(d+3) 2 + 1. In order to reduce the dimension by one, we will use the topological methods of the next section. We have not found a way to reduce this Helly number in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. An advantage of this slightly weaker form of Corollary 1.0.3 is that we do get a (p, q) theorem for containing ellipsoids of volume one.
We can reduce the dimension for other functions. For example, the trace is a linear function, so restricting the set S B d (M ) to the pairs (a, A) where tr(A) = 1 still gives us a convex set. Notice that tr(A) is equal to 2d times the sum of the lengths of the axis of a + AB d . Moreover, the space of pairs (a, A) ∈ C for which tr(A) = 1 is of dimension
− 1. Some readers may find the condition of the matrices being positive semidefinite a bit strange in Example 2.2. However, it cannot be completely removed. Consider T to be the set of triangles in the plane, and K be a particular area one triangle in the plane. Then T can be parametrized as the family of sets of the form a + AK where a ∈ R 2 and A is a 2 × 2 matrix. However, the set S (K) ⊂ T that represents triangles of area at least one which are contained in K is formed by six isolated points (one for each permutation of vertices). In order for S (K) to be convex, or even just connected, we need some conditions on the matrices involved. , we consider all half-spaces of the form {y : y, h ≤ λ} where h ∈ H, λ ∈ R, and ·, · stands for the dot product. We refer to these halfspaces as H-halfspaces. We say that a set Y ⊂ R d is H-convex if and only if it is the intersection of a set of H-halfspaces. Boltyanski and Martini characterized the sets H for which H-convex sets are closed under Minkowski sums [BM03] .
The intuitive idea is to consider P and Q two different H-convex polytopes in
, it is possible that a face in the k-dimensional skeleton of P and a face in the (d − k − 1)-skeleton of Q get added to make a facet of P ⊕ Q. The condition of Boltyanski and Martini is that the direction orthogonal to this new facet is contained in H, for all such possible directions. Notice, for example, that in the plane any finite set H ⊂ S 1 not contained in any closed half-circle gives a set of directions for which H-convex sets are closed under Minkowski sums. volume greater than o equal to one. Then, ∩F contains an H-convex sets of volume greater than or equal to one.
Proof. Let H = {v 1 , . . . , v |H| }. Any H-convex set K can be parametrized by a vector (λ 1 , . . . , λ |H| )) ∈ R |H| such that λ i = h vi (K). In other words, λ i is the support function of K in the direction v i . Notice that if vectorsā,b parametrize sets A and B then the vector λā
represents an H-convex set that has volume at least one and is contained in F } An analogous argument to the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 show that S(F ) is convex, so the conclusion of the theorem follows.
The theorem above also has matroid and colorful versions. Zonotopes and Hconvex sets are polytopes for finites sets H. The Helly number for theorems regarding H-convex sets is the number of possible facets such polytopes can have, while for zonotopes it's the number of directions in their 1-skeleton. For the plane, H-convex sets give us a much stronger result, since we can have polytopes which are not centrally symmetric. Moreover, if H = −H and we only seek centrally symmetric H-convex sets, we can parametrize any H-convex set using d + |H|/2 parameters, therefore reducing the Helly number.
The argument we showed for simultaneous ε-approximation by zonotopes extends to H-convex sets. We simply state the main theorem.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let F be a family of n convex sets in R d , and H ⊂ S d−1 be a set such that H-convex sets are closed under Minkowski sums. Assume that H, d are fixed. Then, the problem of determining the smallest ε such that there exists an H-convex set that is a simultaneous ε-approximation for F can be solved in time O(n |H| ).
Helly results with a topological proof
Given a finite family of sets F, we can define N (F), the nerve complex of F, as a simplicial complex with one vertex for each element of F, and include a face if the corresponding vertices form a subset with non-empty intersection. A large family of variations of Helly's theorem rely on studying the nerve complex of a family of sets. Understanding the topological properties of the sets in question and their nerve complexes is often all that is needed to prove Helly-type theorems [Tan13] .
Kalai
In most of our applications we only use the case when M is a partition matroid. In this matroid, we are given a partition V = V 1 V 2 . . . V k and we say that a set L ⊂ U is independent in M if and only if |L ∩ V i | ≤ 1. This makes the rank function ρ(S) to be the number of indices i such that S ∩V i = ∅. The classic colorful variations of Helly appear if M is a matroid with k = d + 1.
In order to apply Kalai and Meshulam's Helly theorem, we need to bound the Leray number of a topological space. If a topological space X is n-dimensional, then it is at least (n + 1)-Leray, since it cannot have (n + 1)-dimensional cycles. However, in some cases we can improve this bound if we are able to apply the following simple lemma.
Lemma 3.0.1. If a topological space X is n-dimensional andH n (X) = 0, then X is n-Leray.
Proof. Let Y be an open subset of X. We know thatH i (Y ) = 0 for i > n. Assume thatH n (Y ) = 0. This means that there exists a non-zero element [q] ∈H n (Y ). Consider a cycle in [q] as a subset of X. Since X is n-dimensional, q is not the boundary of an (n+1)-dimensional chain. Therefore, it would be a non-zero element ofH n (X), a contradiction. We obtainH i (Y ) = 0 for i ≥ n, as we wanted.
The other ingredient we need is the classic nerve lemma, attributed to Borsuk and Leray [Bor48, Ler50] .
Lemma 3.0.2 (Nerve lemma). Let F be a finite collection of open subsets in a paracompact topological space X. If every non-empty non-empty intersection of sets in F is contractible, then N (F) is homotopy equivalent to ∪F.
3.1. Affine images revisited. As we saw in section 2.2, the affine images of a set K ⊂ R d given by symmetric positive-definite d × d matrices had a nice parametrization. Consider
Notice that the dimension of this space is
Lemma 3.1.1. For K, K, and M defined as above, the set S K (M, vol = 1) is either empty or contractible.
Proof. Let (a, A) ∈ S K (M, vol = 1) be fixed. We are going to give explicitly a strong deformation retract of S K (M, vol = 1) to {(a, A)}. Let (b, B) be any other element of S K (M, vol = 1), and λ ∈ [0, 1]. We define f λ (b, B) ∈ K as
We know from Section 2.2 that c λ + C λ K ⊂ M . However, since the determinant is log-concave in the space of symmetric positive-definite matrices, we have that
Notice that this function is continuous on (b, B) and λ, that it is equal to (b, B) if λ = 0 and equal to (a, A) if λ = 1. Therefore, it is the retract we wanted.
Proof. The space K is n-dimensional. Take any set K ⊂ R d of volume one. Then,
, which is contractible by Lemma 3.1.1. Therefore, K has trivial homology. In particular,H n (K) = 0, so we can apply Lemma 3.0.1. Now we are ready to prove a slightly stronger version of Theorem 1.0.2. We denote the space of d × d positive definite symmetric matrices by P d .
Theorem 3.1.3. Let V be a finite set of vertices equipped with a matroidal complex with rank function ρ, and let K ⊂ R d be a set of volume one. For each v in V , we are given a convex set F v in R d . We know that for each set V ⊂ V that is independent in M , there is a vector a ∈ R d and A ∈ P d such that det A = 1 and a+AK ⊂ ∩ v∈V F v . Then, there exists a set τ ⊂ V such that ρ(V \τ ) ≤ d(d+3)/2−1 and for which there is a vector a ∈ R d and A ∈ P d such that det A = 1 and a + AK ⊂ ∩ v∈τ F v .
The theorem above has some additional flexibility. For example, the determinant can be changed by other min-concave functions f on P d . The only additional condition we require is that f is continuous and f (A) ≥ f (αA) for 0 < α < 1, so the shrinking argument works. We describe the consequences of using the determinant (which is log-concave) and the trace. These two functions have a clear geometric meaning. The determinant of A is proportional to the volume of a + AK. If A is a ball, then the trace of A is proportional to the sum of lengths of the axis of the ellipsoid a + AK. However, there is a vast number of known concave functions to choose from [Lie73, And79, Car10, Hia13].
, which can be considered as a simplicial complex on V . If V ⊂ V is a face of X, it means that for G = {G v : v ∈ V } we have ∩G = ∅. This allows us to write the intersection
Therefore, ∩G is contractible. This means we can apply the nerve lemma, and N (G) is homotopy equivalent to ∪G, which is n-Leray. Now we can apply the Kalai-Meshulam theorem to N (G), giving us the desired result. Lower bound. We show how to construct a family F of
convex sets such that ∩F does not contain an ellipsoid of volume greater than 1, but the intersection of any
− 1 or fewer sets of F does contain an ellipsoid of volume strictly greater than 1. The construction we made turned out to be the same as Damásdi's [Dam17] , but we include it for completeness. If we take F 1 = . . . = F n = F and scale everything appropriately, we have the desired counter-example.
It is known that for most convex sets, the number of contact points with its John ellipsoid is precisely
Let K be such a convex body. By applying an appropriate affine transformation, we can assume that the John ellipsoid of K is the unit ball
)/2 as before and consider u 1 , . . . , u n the contact points of K with B d . The classic characterization of sets whose John ellipsoid is the unit ball is that there are non-negative coefficients λ 1 , . . . , λ n such that
The set of matrices of the form (u, 1) ⊗ u as lies in an n-dimensional affine space of the space of (d + 1) × d matrices. If we also restrict u to be a unit vector, this make the trace of u ⊗ u to be equal to 1, so (u, 1) ⊗ u is in an (n − 1)-dimensional affine space. Moreover, it shows that λ i = d. Therefore, we can modify the expression above to get
The matrix J is a d×d identity matrix with an extra row of zeros, and the expression above is a convex combination. This is consistent with Carathéodory's theorem: n elements are expected to be necessary to contain the point (1/d)J in their convex hull if we choose them from an (n − 1)-dimensional space. What Gruber's results show is that this is the case: for most convex sets the n-tuple {(u i , 1) ⊗ u i : i = 1, . . . , n} is critical, as none of its proper subsets contains (1/d)J in its convex hull. Now, given this n-tuple of contact points u 1 , . . . , u n , consider F the family of halfspaces of the form {x : x, u i ≤ 1} for some each i. By the characterization of the John ellipsoid, the unit ball is the maximal ellipsoid in ∩F. However, for any proper subset F ⊂ F, we have that ∩F has fewer contact points with the unit ball centered at the origin. For those contact points u, the convex hull of the points (u, 1) ⊗ u cannot contain (1/d)J, so B d is not the maximal ellispoid of this set. Since B d ⊂ ∩F , we have that F must contain an ellipsoid of strictly larger volume. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.0.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.4. We are going to use Brazitiko's volumetric Helly theorem [Bra17] . If one goes through the proof of Brazitiko's result, he actually proves that given a finite family F, if the intersection of every 2d of its sets has volume at least one, then ∩F contains an ellipsoid of volume O(d −3d/2 ). We are going to use Brazitiko's ellipsoid to our advantage.
If we take an independent set V , the condition of the theorem implies that the intersection of every 2d of these sets has volume greater than or equal to one. Therefore, ∩ v∈V F v contains an ellipsoid of volume O(d −3d/2 ). Now we can apply Theorem 1.0.2 and conclude that for some set τ with ρ(
3.2. More spaces of ellipsoids and diameter results. In this subsection we discuss how we can modify the sets S K (F, vol = 1) to obtain other variations of Helly's theorem. Recall that P d stands for the set of symmetric positive definite matrices. In this section, the set F will always be a finite family of convex sets in R d . We only describe standard Helly theorems here, although every single one of them has a general matroid version. If we apply the space of matrices above to the case where K is a box and the function is the trace, we get a quantitative Helly for axis-parallel boxes whose sum of side-lengths is one. We obtain the following application. Proof. Notice that if a box has diameter at least one, then by a repeated application of the triangle inequality the sum of its d side-lengths is at least one. Therefore, ∩F has a box whose sum of side-lengths is one. By the (quadratic mean)-(arithmetic mean) inequality, the diameter of this box is at least d −1/2 .
We should note that O(d −1/2 ) is the Bárány-Katchaslki-Pach conjecture for Helly's theorem for the diameter if we know that the intersection of every 2d sets has diameter one [BKP82] . Brazitikos has confirmed the conjecture for families of centrally symmetric sets [Bra16] . We confirm their conjecture for diameters realized by axis-parallel boxes. We can also confirm it for "increasing" diameter. Given two vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ), y = (y 1 , . . . , y d ), we say that x ≥ y if x i ≥ y i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Given a compact set K ⊂ R d , we define its increasing diameter as max{||x − y|| : x ≥ y, x ∈ K, y ∈ K}.
Theorem 3.2.4 (Helly for increasing diameter). Let F be a finite family of compact convex sets in R d . If the intersection of every 2d of them has an increasing diameter greater than or equal to one, then the increasing diameter of ∩F is greater than or equal to d −1/2 .
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1.3 to the case where the matrices A are diagonal with non-negative entries, the function is replaced the trace, and K is a segment with direction (1, ..., 1). For a vector v, we know that its 1 -norm is at least as large as its 2 -norm, so ∩F must contain an increasing segment of 1 -norm equal to one. This implies that it's 2 -norm is at least d −1/2 , as we wanted.
Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 are similar, yet neither seems to directly imply the other. They do suggest that the issues for the quantitative theorems for the diameter may be due to the norm selected.
Whenever we have a parametrization of a family of convex sets D :
If every the intersection of every |H| members of F contains an H-convex set of diameter greater than or equal to one, then ∩F contains an H-convex set of diameter greater than or equal to |H| −1/2 .
Proof. Given K ∈ F, let
represents an H-convex set contained in K of diameter at least one} Since the diameter is not a concave function, S(K) may not be convex. However, consider the family G = {conv(S(K)) : K ∈ F}. If we apply Helly's theorem on G, we obtain a point p in its intersection. Let us show that, given a K ∈ F, there exists a value of λ such that (p, λ) represents an H-convex set of diameter at least |H| −1/2 contained in K. The minimum value of λ we obtain among all possible K ∈ F will give us the representation of the H-convex set we look for in the conclusion.
Take any set K ∈ F. Since p ∈ ∩G, we know that p ∈ conv(S(K)). Therefore, by Carathéodory's theorem we have that p is the convex combination of |H| points p 1 , . . . , p |H| of S(K), p = |H| i=1 α i p i . For each p i there exists a value γ i such that (p i , γ i ) represents an H-convex set K i ⊂ K of diameter greater than or equal to one. Therefore,
The inequality above follows easily for parallelograms. Since the diameter of a set is realized by a segment, this shows that it holds for all sets. Therefore,
The proof above also works with zonotopes, and the guarantee for diameter we obtain in the end is (k + d) −1/2 . We should note that for boxes, Theorem 3.2.5 give a slightly weaker bound than Theorem 3.2.3. However, it is only off by a constant factor, and applies to a much more general family of sets. 
is contractible for each bounded set M ⊂ R d .
The example above can be used to get a version of 1.0.3 for enclosing ellipsoids, with essentially the same proof.
Theorem 3.2.8. Let n = d(d+3)/2 and let F 1 , . . . , F n be finite families of bounded sets in R d . Suppose that for every choice F 1 ∈ F 1 , . . . , F n ∈ F n we have that ∪ n i=1 F i is contained in an ellipsoid of volume one. Then, there exists an index i such that ∪F i is contained in an ellipsoid of volume one.
Theorem 3.2.8 shows that out methods go beyond properties of subsets of an intersection.
Quantitative Tverberg results
4.1. Results using Tverberg's theorem. In order to obtain a general Tverberg theorem, similar in spirit to Theorem 2.0.1, we require slightly different conditions. Suppose that C is a family of sets in R d parametrized by points in R l , by a some function D : R l → C. We need that for every
For parametrizations which work well with Minkowski sums, the condition above comes for free as for any two sets A, B in R d we have that
Theorem 4.1.1. Let C be a family of convex sets in R d , and D : R l → C be a surjective function. Suppose that for every set
Then, the following statement is true.
Given a family F ⊂ C of cardinality (r − 1)(l + 1) + 1 such that f (K) ≥ 1 for all K ∈ F, there exists a partition of F into r sets A 1 , . . . , A r such that
Proof. For each K ∈ F, consider a point k ∈ R l such that D(k) = K. Then, applying Tverberg's theorem to the family of points in R l generated this way gives us the desired result.
We can apply almost any variation of Tverberg's theorem to Theorem 4.1.1, including the colorful Tverberg theorem or the versions with tolerance [BS18, DLGMM19] . Let us describe some examples of families of convex sets on which Theorem 4.1.1 applies. If we apply Theorem 4.1.1 to the parametrization of ellipsoids described in Section 2.2, and f (·) is the volume, we obtain the following theorem, which directly implies Theorem 1.0.1. The dimension of the space in Theorem 4.1.1 can be reduced for zonotopes and H-convex sets exactly as in the proofs of Theorem 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.3.1, by hiding one coordinate. For zonotopes, we obtain the following result. For the case k = d, in which our zonotopes are axis-parallel boxes, the results above requires 2(r − 1)d + 1 boxes, which is linear in both n and r. The previous techniques to obtain quantitative Tverberg theorems [Sob16, RS17, DLLHRS17b] give much larger dependence on the dimension.
In some cases, such as for ellipsoids centered at the origin, we can reduce the number of sets that Theorem 4.1.1 requires. Proof. We use a slightly different parametrization of ellipsoids than the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.3. Let S d be the space of symmetric positive definite matrices whose sum of entries is equal to one. Notice that S d is an affine subspace of the cone P d of symmetric positive definite matrices. The set S d has dimension
− 1, so we can consider it as a real vector space. Given a convex set M ⊂ R d , let us consider
Let us show that S * (M ) is convex. Notice that since the parametrization changed a bit, so does the meaning of convex combinations. Let λ ∈ [0, 1] and A, B ∈ S * (M ). Consider
We want to show that λA + (1 − λ)B ∈ S * (M ). We can rewrite the matrix by noticing that λA + (1 − λ)B = sA + tB . Therefore, we want to show that
remains to use the log-concavity of the determinant to show the following inequality.
Therefore, λA+(1−λ)B ∈ S * (M ), and the problem reduces to Tverberg's theorem on S d .
If the ellipsoids are no longer centered at the origin, the argument above fails to show that S * (M ) is convex. In the next section we use the topological version of Tverberg's theorem to get around this problem. The theorem above does, however, imply the following alternate Tverberg theorem for the volume.
Theorem 4.1.5 (Tverberg for the volume of centrally symmetric sets). Let r, d be positive integers. If we are given a family F of (r −1)
+1 centrally symmetric convex sets of volume one, each centered at the origin, there exists a partition of F into r parts A 1 , . . . , A r such that the volume of
Proof. In order to prove the Tverberg theorem above, the only additional fact we need is that for a centrally symmetric convex set K with John Ellipsoid E, we have
Once combined with Theorem 4.1.4 we obtain the desired conclusion.
An application of the same parametrization as in Theorem 3.2.4 gives the following Tverberg-type result. We say a segment is increasing if its endpoints x, y satisfy x ≥ y or y ≥ x, with the partial order considered in Section 3.2.
Theorem 4.1.6 (Tverberg for increasing segments). Given a family of 2(r−1)d+1 increasing segments in R d , each with 1 -norm equal to one, there exists a partition of the family into r parts A 1 , . . . , A r such that r j=1 conv(∪A j ) contains an increasing segment with 1 -norm equal to one.
Since there are 2 d−1 different diagonals in a hypercube, the result above gives an exact Tverberg theorem for 1 norm.
Corollary 4.1.7 (Exact Tverberg for 1 diameter). Let F be a family of (r − 1)2 d d + 1 segments in R d , each with 1 -norm equal to one. Then, there exists a partition of the family into r parts A 1 , . . . , A r such that r j=1 conv(∪A j ) contains a segment of 1 -norm equal to one. Tverberg's theorem is the case for affine functions f , which does not need the conditions on r. The requirement that r is a prime power is necessary [MW15, Fri15, BZ17] . As is usual with applications of the topological Tverberg theorem, it is not clear if the counterexamples when r is not a prime power can arise from the functions we construct below.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let r be a prime power, and d be a positive integer. Then, given a family F of (r −1)
+1 ellipsoids of volume one, there exists a partition of F into r parts A 1 , . . . , A r such that r j=1 conv(∪A j ) contains an ellipsoid of volume one.
Proof. Notice that the set Q d of symmetric positive definite matrices with determinant one and the set S d of symmetric positive definite matrices with sum of entries equal to one are homeomorphic. It suffices to consider
B.
In the expression above, sum(B) denotes the sum of the entries of B. Since S d can be identified with
. . , λ k the coefficients of a convex combination, we can construct
However, since the determinant is log-concave in the space of positive definite matrices, we have that
We consider the pair (c, C) to represent the convex combination of the points (a i , A i ) with coefficients λ i , for i = 1, . . . , k. Now, given our family of ellipsoids F, we can associate to each of them a point in
. The points generated on R d × Q d can be considered as a function from the vertices of ∆ N to R d × Q d . We can extend this to a function f : ∆ N → R d × Q d as described above in the construction of (c, C). Notice that this function is continuous. Moreover, given vertices v 1 , . . . , v k of ∆ N and coefficients λ 1 , . . . , λ N of a convex combination, the considerations above show that
Therefore, if we apply the topological Tverberg theorem to the points generated in R d × Q d , the partition induced on our ellipsoids satisfies the conditions we wanted.
Final remarks and open problems
We've mentioned that our geometric Helly-type results have (p, q)-type analogues. We present one for ellipsoids to make the meaning of these generalizations clear. If we only have a the condition a + AK ⊂ M we have a convex set. If we only have the condition M ⊂ a + (1 + ε)AK we have a contractible set. We don't know if the intersection of these two sets is always contractible. A positive answer would imply analogues of Theorem 2.1.4 for the Banach-Mazur metric, for simultaneous approximation of a family of sets by a single ellipsoid.
Fractional Helly theorems.
Recently, Holmsen proved that fractional Helly theorems, which generalize Katchaslki and Liu's classic result [KL79] , are a purely combinatorial consequence of the colorful version of Helly's theorem [Hol19] . Therefore, by applying his results directly to our colorful theorems, we obtain results such as the following: subfamilies G ⊂ F of size n whose intersection has volume greater than or equal to one, then there exists a subfamily F ⊂ F such that |F | ≥ β|F| and whose intersection has volume greater than or equal to d −d .
Problem. Does Theorem 5.2.2 hold with n = 2d? The volume in the conclusion may be relaxed to d −cd for some constant c > 0.
It is not even clear to us that the fractional Helly theorems for the volume must have a loss factor. In other words, for n large enough, yet only dependent on d, it could be the case that in Theorem 5.2.2 we can conclude that vol(∩F ) ≥ 1.
5.3.
Further restrictions on the sets. Classic variations of Helly's theorem on different sets mean that we replace the convexity condition on the family. For example, Helly's theorem for boxes in R d means that we seek to guarantee that a family of parallel boxes intersects. For this case, it is sufficient to check that every pair of boxes intersects: the Helly number is two. In fact the possible intersection intersection structure of boxes is well understood [Eck88, Eck91] .
In contrast, our results for boxes have Helly number 2d, which is optimal. The key difference is that we seek to contain boxes of certain volume, instead of restrictions on the sets themselves. This can also be noted in the difference of our results for H-convex sets and the Helly theorems by Boltiansky and Martini [BM03] .
However, it is natural to ask if the exact quantitative Helly theorems can be improved if we restrict the family F further. For example, if F is a family of parallel boxes, if the intersection of every 2d or fewer sets of F of them contains an ellipsoid of volume one, then so does the intersection of all of them. This can be seen because the volume ratio between a box and its John ellipsoid is constant, so the theorem boils down to our quantitative theorem for volume of boxes.
The arguments above show that our results can be improved by imposing conditions on the sets. It does not seem evident which properties of the sets of F and those of the witness sets can be combined to give improved Helly numbers.
Optimality of quantitative Helly and Tverberg theorems.
For Tverberg theorems, it is not clear if the results we obtain are optimal. For example, determining the optimal dependence of the dimension on our volumetric and diameter Tverberg theorems is of particular interest.
In our volumetric Helly theorems, such as Corollary 1.0.5, it is not clear what the optimal number of color classes is. It is possible that the optimal number of color classes is 2d, which would give an honest colorful version of the optimal bounds of the Bárány-Katchalski-Pach theorem.
Our methods lift our families of sets in R d to a convex set in a higher dimension, R l . However, not every convex set in R l can be obtained by this construction. For instance, consider Example 3.2.2, in which l = d. The set of possible translating vectors a in the construction of S K (M ) is the Minkowski difference of M and K. If the sets of convex sets we can obtain in R l is restricted, it is likely that their intersection patterns will satisfy additional properties and improve some of our results.
